Abstract-Until recent years, labeling algorithms for GPUs have been iterative. This was a major problem because the computation time depended on the content of the image. The number of iterations to reach the stability of labels propagation could be very high. In the last years, new direct labeling algorithms have been proposed. They add some extra tests to avoid memory accesses and serialization due to atomic instructions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Connected Component Labeling (CCL) was born with computer vision [20] [21] [7] . It is a central algorithm between low-level image processing (filtering) and high-level image processing (recognition, decision). CCL consists in providing a unique number to each connected components of a binary image. There are several applications in computer vision (Optical Character Recognition, motion detection, tracking) but also in High Energy Physics (tracking particles by labeling hits on detectors) or in simulated annealing.
From the beginning, CCL needed to be accelerated to run in real-time and has been ported on a wide set of parallel machines [1] [15] . After an era on single-core processors, where many sequential algorithms were developed [9] and few codes were released [2] , new parallel algorithms were developed on multi-core processors [18] [6], SIMD processors [22] [13] and GPUs [12] [4] [19] .
Considering a processing chain, CCL algorithms are usually followed by algorithms which compute some features like the bounding box of a component or its first moments, to compute the center of gravity. Full labeling is required for human visualization but the features computation is enough for the image analysis algorithms. This evolution of CCL algorithm is called Connected Component Analysis (CCA).
This paper deals with the evolution of CCL algorithm for GPU and introduces new algorithms for CCL and CCA. Section II presents the CCL algorithms for GPU, compares them, and explain the CCA implementation issue; Section III provides the CUDA terminology, Section IV introduces a new CCL and a new CCA algorithm; Section V presents 
II. CONNECTED COMPONENT LABELING FOR GPUS
The 4-connectivity Playne CCL algorithm [19] is currently the State-of-the-Art of GPU-based algorithm. For the sake of comparison, this paper uses the same notations.
A. Algorithms for CPUs
On CPUs, direct algorithms -like Rosenfeld [20] -process the binary image pixel by pixel with a neighborhood mask and an equivalence table that holds a graph structure to represent the labels connections. All direct algorithms share the same steps: 1) an initialization and a first labeling that builds the equivalence table. 2) the equivalences solving that computes the transitive closure of the graph. 3) the final labeling that updates the labels value with the equivalence table [9] . Conversely, iterative algorithms based on Haralick [7] do not use an additional equivalence table to manage the connection information. They propagate the labels step by step across the image until stabilization. The number of iterations can be very high as it is equal to the longest geodesic distance (distance in a constrained geometry) of two pixels within the shape.
B. Algorithms on GPUs
On GPUs, the first implementations were very close to Haralick algorithm [23] [5] [10] . If those algorithms are going faster and faster -due to the still-increasing number of elementary-processors with a GPU (up to 5120 CUDA cores on a TitanV) -they are still iterative and cannot match the performance of direct algorithms on CPUs.
Designing a direct algorithm for GPU is complex due to the irregularity of Union-Find, since it contains an unbounded while-loop (within the findRoot function) and massive contention and concurrency issues (requiring atomic instructions within the Union function).
The first innovation that made direct algorithm possible on GPUs was the creation of the label-equivalence formula. For each pixel of coordinates (i, j), a unique label is set with the initial value e = 1 + i × width + j for Cabaret [4] , or e = i × width + j for Komura [12] and Playne as they use the binary image to enable label processing. This value corresponds to the linear address in the image. Like this, the equivalence table is the image of labels itself: L(i, j) and T (e) refer to the same location (Fig. 1) . Concerning Playne, the label value that is written into memory is the min over the 2×2-neighborhood (it can be viewed as an on-the-fly homogenization between variables before the memory store).
The second innovation was the introduction of the UnionFind functions which update the roots thanks to a recursive update based on atomic functions.
Direct algorithms for GPUs are very close to direct parallel algorithms for CPUs and are composed of three steps: 1) each tile (or strip) is initialized and labeled in parallel (the equivalences between labels are built during this step), 2) the borders are merged and 3) the equivalences are solved (by computing the transitive closure of the equivalence table) and the labels are relabeled with the minimum value. These steps are detailed in [4] [19] and in section IV.
Even if GPUs have a huge bandwidth, it takes time to perform many memory accesses. Same problem for atomic instructions: if many threads want to access the same memory address, thread serialization cannot be avoided. By performing additional tests, Playne does only the mandatory memory accesses to update the image and the equivalence table. Doing so, Playne is faster than Cabaret and Komura.
C. From labeling to analysis: features computation problem
Features computation (FC) consists in calculating for each component, some geometrical (like the bounding rectangle [x min , x max ]×[y min , y max ]) or statistical descriptors (like the first raw moments: S the number of pixels, S x the sum of the x-value of labels and S y the sum of the y-value of labels).
The straightforward implementation is to do it after the relabeling. Each thread performs an atomic instruction (atomicAdd for the moments, atomicMin and atomicMax for the bounding rectangle) on the same memory address, causing a catastrophic serialization leading to poor performance.
The only efficient way is to do it during the transitive closure to aggregate the features (belonging to the same equivalence set) into the roots [3] , [11] , [16] . An efficient implementation is presented in section IV.
III. CUDA TERMINOLOGY
Let us introduce some CUDA terms:
• kernel: The program executed by each GPU core, • thread: A single instance of the program running on one GPU core, • warp: A group of 32 threads executing together, • block: A group of threads executing the same kernel, • grid: Abstract representation of the set of blocks. Blocks are dispatched by the GPU scheduler following a launch configuration provided by the user, consisting in a size and number of blocks, in 1D, 2D or 3D. Because we process 2D images, we choose to also express the block's size and number in 2D. Inside the kernel, CUDA provides special registers containing the thread and block coordinates. We name the following variables:
• BLOCK_W, BLOCK_H: The dimensions of a block • bx, by: The block indexes in the grid • tx, ty: The thread indexes in a block • x, y: The thread indexes in the image Each thread has its own set of registers and can access two types of memory:
• Global memory: can be accessed by all the threads and be used to communicate with the host CPU.
• Shared memory: is shared between the threads of a same block. Access latency is shorter than for global memory. Coherency in shared and global memory can be achieved by using atomic operations provided by CUDA or by synchronizing threads of the same block with the __syncthread intrinsic. Threads of the same warp can also communicate without memory by directly exchanging registers with the warp-level primitive intrinsics [14] .
IV. NEW CCL & CCA ALGORITHMS : HA4
This section presents HA4, a new Hardware Accelerated 4-connected CCL / CCA algorithm. It is based on an hybrid pixel / segment (run length) approach and relies on CUDA low-level intrinsics functions to be efficient. The image is not split into tiles but into horizontal strips, each strip being processed by a unique warp. Each image segment is itself split into segments of max length the size of a warp. The low-level intrinsics let each thread efficiently tests if it is the start of a segment: only the start of segment performs memory access to manage equivalences or the features computations: the longer the segment the more it saves accesses.
The algorithm can be divided into three successive kernels that are presented in the following sections:
• Strip labeling: we independently label horizontal strips of the image.
• Border merging: we check for labels equivalences at the borders between strips.
• CCL / CCA: we perform a transitive closure of each pixel or compute some features for each label.
A. Strip labeling
The first step of the algorithm is to produce a partially labeled image. The input image I is divided into horizontal strips and each one is attributed to a block. In order to support any image width without having to increase the block size, we use the grid-stride loop design pattern [8] . Instead of assuming the block is large enough to process the entire strip, the kernel loops over the data one block size at a time. Because the same kernel processes the pixels of one strip, we can reuse past information about the continuity of the pixels, removing the need for the vertical border merging kernel. The loop also helps to amortize the threads creation and destruction by reusing them. Here, we set the block width to the number of threads in a warp, which is 32 on current hardware, and the block height to 4, as we found out that this block size provides high occupancy and good performance.
Because each warp of the block processes consecutive pixels that are on the same line, we can use some warp-level primitives to optimize computations and memory accesses. We define a segment as a consecutive set of non-zero pixels. By construction, a warp can contain up to 16 different segments. We define the start and end of the segment as its leftmost and rightmost pixels. We associate each thread of the warp to one pixel of the image. Each thread can share the value of its corresponding pixel to all the threads in the warp by using a __ballot_sync instruction. This instruction builds a 32-bit bitmask where the i th bit is set if some predicate for the i th thread of the warp is true. Here, our predicate is simply the boolean value of the thread's pixel.
Once the bitmask is known by all the threads, each thread can retrieve some information about its segment. We define two distance operators: start_distance and end_distance described in algorithm 1. These operators have two properties: for the start of the segment start_distance is always equal to zero, and end_distance is always equal to the number of pixels in the segment. For each thread, start_distance gives the distance to the start of the segment. Figure 2 shows an example of both operators. The __clz (Count Leading Zeros) intrinsic returns the number of consecutive zeros starting from the most significant bit and going down inside a 32-bit register. The __ffs (Find First Set) intrinsic returns the position of the first bit set to one, starting from the least significant bit and going up inside a 32-bit register.
Since CUDA 9, all warp level primitives take a mask parameter that determines which threads are participating to the operation. This allows the threads to diverge and only synchronize if it is needed. We assume the image width is a multiple of the warp size, and set the mask to ALL = 0xFFFFFFFF.
For each block, the threads load their corresponding pixel from global memory, then build the bitmask and perform a segment start detection. The labels of the start pixels are initialized to their linear address L[k y,x ] = k y,x . The other pixels are not initialized to reduce the amount of memory stores. For each line, we keep track of the distance to the last segment start. If the first thread of the warp has a set pixel, we check if it belongs to a longer segment and initialize it to its start address. After this first line labeling, we synchronize the threads of the block and get the bitmask of pixels from the warp above. This allows us to merge the lines within the strip. Each thread checks if its corresponding pixel in the current line or the line above is a segment start and, if it is, performs a union-find merge as described in algorithm 2. This merge function was first described by Playne and Hawick in [19] and is based on Komura's reduce function [12] . It works by finding the root of the two equivalence trees the labels are belonging to and writing the minimum root index to the root with the maximum index. The strip labeling is done in global memory. Because of the few memory stores performed, going to shared memory first for the label image L, like in previous works [4] [19] , would be inefficient. Instead, shared memory is used to exchange bitmasks between warps. As shared memory is organized in 32 banks, two threads willing to access different memory cells inside the same bank would result in a bank conflict, causing Algorithm 2: merge(L, label 1 , label 2 )
else label 1 ← label 3 access serialization. We propose to exchange the bitmask instead of the pixels. This way, only the first thread of each warp would do a memory store, in a different bank for each line, and in the next step, all threads from the same line would load from the same cell inside the same bank, resulting in a broadcast of the data. The entire strip-labeling kernel is described in algorithm 3 and an example is provided with figure 3. 
B. Border Merging
Previous works suffered from the non-coalesced access of the vertical border merging. Because of the strip division, we only have to merge the horizontal border. As in the strip labeling, we perform merge operations only on the starts of the segments, limiting the number of expensive global memory accesses and atomic operations.
The border merging described in algorithm 4 produces an equivalence forest of all the segments starts inside the L array. From this forest, we can decide to finalize the labeling as described in subsection IV-C or to compute some features as described in subsection IV-D. Fig. 4 . Example of the HA4 algorithm on a 8×8 image divided into two strips of height 4. In (a), each segment start is initialized with its linear address. In (b), local equivalences are resolved for each strip. In (d), we merge the equivalence trees of the two strips. Finally, in (f), each segment start finds the root of its tree and shares it with the other threads of the segment for relabeling.
C. CCL -Final labeling
We implement a relabeling kernel to compare the CCL version of HA4 with previous works [4] [19] .
To avoid unnecessary memory accesses, each segment delegates the task of finding the equivalence tree's root to the thread corresponding to its start. Once the start thread has found its true label, it propagates it to the others threads of the segment using a __shfl_sync instruction. After receiving the label, each thread updates the label image L. Algorithm 5 describes this kernel. Like in previous kernels, we launch blocks of width equal to the warp size. Figure 4 shows the execution of the complete algorithm on a small image. 
D. CCA & Features Computation
The CCA algorithm presented in this section uses the same warp and segments idea as in previous kernels. Maximum performance is reached when it is used in combination with the strip labeling and border merging kernels presented in previous subsections, but this kernel can be used after any algorithm that produces a label equivalence image. As previously, the core idea is that only the starts of the segments search for the roots of their equivalence trees and update the features with atomic operations. With the distance operators we defined in subsection IV-A, the start can compute all the features for the segment from the pixels bitmask only. In algorithm 6, we show how to compute the most frequently used features: the number of pixels S, the sum of x coordinates S x , the sum of y coordinates S y and the bounding rectangle MIN x , MIN y , MAX x and MAX y . For a given segment starting at x 0 and ending at x 1 , S = x 1 − x 0 + 1, S x = φ(x 1 ) − φ(x 0 − 1), and S y = y × S, with φ the sum of the first n integers: φ(n) = n(n + 1)/2. This algorithm is modular as we can remove the unwanted features. We can also notice that the MIN y feature is already encoded in the label and can be retrieved as min y = label/width . 
E. Processing two pixels per thread
At this point we successfully reduced the work done by the threads. In fact, for the worst case scenario when for every two pixel there is one white and one black pixel, only half of the threads are working. This means that in every situation, there could not be two consecutive threads in the same warp doing useful work at a time. Therefore, we can modify our kernels to process two pixels per thread.
In this new version, each warp of 32 threads is processing 64 pixels, so we need to update the horizontal thread index tx ← tx × 2 and BLOCK_W ← BLOCK_W × 2 inside the kernels. We use the uint64_t type to store bitmasks and almost all the primitives we used for 32-bit bitmasks have a 64-bit equivalent. Each thread loads the p y,x and p y,x+32 pixel. As the __ballot_sync instruction can only create 32-bit bitmasks, we have to recombine the two bitmasks into one 64-bit bitmask after the transfer.
We also have to slightly change the distance operators and the features computation to take into account which pixel of the two pixels processed by the current thread is the real root of the segment. Algorithm 7 describes the modified operators for 64-bit bitmasks. 
V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
The State-of-the-Art Playne [19] and Cabaret [4] were implemented from their respective papers and compared to CCL / CCA HA4 on a embedded Jetson TX2 card. The GPU has 256 Pascal CUDA cores set to 1.3 GHz using the MAX N performance setting. All codes are compiled with the CUDA 9.0. For reproducible results, MT19937 [17] was used to generate images of varying density (d ∈ [0% − 100%]) and granularity (g ∈ {1 − 16}) like in [4] . Figure 5 shows the execution time of the three steps of Playne, Cabaret and (the two versions of) HA4. We labeled each step as in the original articles. Steps with the same color perform a similar function.
Thanks to the 64-bit version of HA4, each of the three steps is faster than those of other algorithms. HA4 is -in average -2.4× faster than Playne or Cabaret for g = 4. When the granularity varies from g = 1 (worst case for segment processing) up to g = 16, the speedup ratios varies from 1.8 up to 2.7. VI. CONCLUSION This article introduced two new direct algorithms for GPUs: one for connected components labeling and one for connected component analysis. Both are based on segment/run-length processing and rely on low-level CUDA intrinsics to accelerate all steps. Thanks to these new algorithmic and hardware optimizations, our new hybrid and hardware accelerated algorithms are from 1.8 up to 2.7 times faster than the State-ofthe-Art on embedded Jetson TX2 GPU.
